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About the Editor

Jane Boyer is an artist, curator, art writer and
researcher. She is a Fine Art doctoral candidate at
Cambridge School of Art, Anglia Ruskin University.
She directs the Theorem conference for CSA and
is Managing Editor for Ruskin Arts Publications.

Theorem 2018, our third annual doctoral
research conference in the visual arts,
brought together eight universities presenting
and exhibiting fine art and design research
outcomes in Cambridge in July 2018. Delegates from seven of those eight universities
have essays in this edition, for a total of 14
essays. Key topics cover how photography
can help NEET youth find self-worth, using
attunement theory to witness a politically
disappeared father in Leoni’s 1960s Venezuela, and a diagramtic essay on Afro-Carribean identity, to name just a few.
The keynote essay is by Dr Nina Danino,
Reader in Fine Art at the Department of Art,
Goldsmiths, University of London. She made
films in the ambit of the London Film-makers’
Cooperative and has a specialist knowledge
of the field of experimental film. She has
written on artists’ film and was on the editorial
board of Undercut film and video magazine.
She is co-editor of the Undercut Reader
(Wallflower Press 2002) including contributing
an introductory essay, ‘The Intense Subject’
on how different experimental strategies
articulated self-expression. She is interested
in the relationship of self-inscription and
women’s experimental film and recently
convened a roundtable on Women Experimental Filmmakers at the London Filmmakers’ Co-op, published in MIRAJVol4 1 & 2
(2016). She is working on a new publication
on this subject.
www.ruskin-arts.co.uk

